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I.

fARJIES .

1.

Oleksandr Zavarov r1Zavarov"), is the former professional
football coach of FC Arsenal Kiev. Zavarov was born on Ap ril 20, 1961 and is a
citizen of Ukraine and France.

2.

The Respondent, FC Arsenal Kiev (tho "Club"), is a professional Ukrainian football
club located in Kiev that competes in the Ukrainian Premier Leaguo. Zavarov and the
Club are collectively referred to as the "Parties.,.

3.

The Interested Party, the Football Federation ofUla'aine (the "FF U"),

The Appellant, Mr.

is the governing

body of football in Ukraine. It has its registered office in Kiev, Ukraine.

II.

FACTUALBACKGROUND

4.

On July 2, 2007, Zavarov entered into an �mployment contract with the Club pursuant

to which Zavarov became employed as the head coach of the Club until June 30, 2010

In the course of 2009, the Pru1ies entered into four
each amending t he salary of Zavarov (the "Additional

(the "EmploymentAgreem.enf1).
additional agreements

Agreements"),
5.

On November 26, 2009,

the Parte
i s entered into· a

fifth

additional agreement,

to· June 30, 2013 (the "Extension
Agrecment0). Article 4 of the Extension Agreement provided that it would beco�e
effective on June 30, 2010.
extending the term of Zavarov's employment

6.

camp for his team in Antalya, Tw-key.
The first part of the training camp took place from January 13 till January 26� 2010,
after which the majority of the players returned to Kiev before flying out again to

fu January 2010. Zavarov organized a training

Antalya for another two week:! on January 30, 2010. Rath.er than returning to Kiev,
Zavarov decided to stay in Anta{ya with his family during the few days in between the
two traini ng camps.

7.

Ba.ck in Kiev, on January 26, 2010_, the Club's President, Mr, Vadim Rabinovich
("Rabinovich11). is sued an order calHng for a management meeting on Januaiy 27,
2010, at which Zavarov's presence was required. Rabinovich issued a second order
calling for a trainin g session and medical tests in the period of January 27 til1
January 29, 2010 for which Zavarov also had to be present On the same day the
management of the Club signed an act stipulating that Zavarov had failed to appear at
work without providing an explanation for his absence.
,

8.

During a phone conversation that took place on January 27, 2010, Rabinovich ordered

Zavarov to

for

return

to Kiev in order to attend a second

January 28, 2010. On

the same day,

management

two further

acts

meeting scheduled

were

signed by the

management of the Club, the first one swrunarizing the communication between the
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and the second one indie atillg that Zavaro v had failed to show up for the

medical examination.
9.

L11tcr that day, the first management meeting took place

as

planned. The issues on the

agenda were Zavarov's failme to show up at work, and the fact that Zavarov had

refused to allow a newl y appointed administJ:ator to attend the trai ning camp in
Antalya. After the meeting, another act was signed by the management of the Club,

stating that Zavarov's absence at the management meeting constituted a gross breach

of the Employment Agreement.
10,

press release on the official website of the Club announced
that Zavaro v was dismissed as the head coach of the Cl ub and that he had been
replaced by Mr. Vyacheslav Grozny On the same day, the second management
meeting took place as planned, while a number of additional acts and orders were
On January 28, 2010.

a

,

.

signed by tho management of the Club regarding Zavarov' s absence.
11.

Zavarov s ent a letter to the Club explaining the reason fox his
absence. According to Zavarov, the days in between the two training camps were
holidays, and he had deoided to spend these in Ant.alya in order to organize the second
trainin g camp. Following receipt of this letter, the management of the Club signed
anothor act, noting that Zavarov had failed to explain his reasons for not al lowing the
new administrator to join the team to Turkey. On the same d ay, the director of the
Club, Mr. Pustovarov, signed an order dismissing Zavarov from February 2. 2010.

12.

After Zava.rov conunenced proceedings against what he considered to be an unla"Wful
dismissal. the relationship between the :Parties deteriorated further. A number of
articles posted on the Club's website portrayed Zavarov as an alcoholic whose
drinking habit interfered with his professional responsibilities. Also, a 1-eoording of a

On February 2, 2010.

conversation between Zavarov and Rabinovich that negatively portrays Zavaro v was
circulated on the Internet. Zavar ov denies that the conversation ever took place, and
believes that the tape has been modified to damage his reputation.

13.

former legal representative :Mr. I.A. Skoropashkin, published a
numbor of statements accusing Rabinovich of being engaged in criminal activ iti e s and
referred to Rabinovich's past convictions in Ukraine (long since reversed).
Zavarov. through his

,

III.

PROCEDURALBACKGROUND

14.

hnmediately following his dismissal, Zavarov filed a claim with the Ukrainian
Pren1ier League Disciplinary Comm i ttee, requesting compensation for both material

and mo ral damages resulting from the alleged unlawful dismissal. The Pisciplinru:y
Committee issued a decisio n on May 13, 2010, holding that the te1:mination of

Zavarov was unlawful. According to the Disciplinary Committee, the documents on

which Zavarov's terminati on was based were not signed by individuals with the light

6. ju i l 20 11 13 : 49
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organized a vacation in between the two
training camps, his absence in Kiev at the end of January did not constitute a violation
capacity. Moreover, since Zavarov had

of the tenns ofhis Employment Agreement.

15.

The Disciplinary Committee awarded Zavarov compensation under the Emp loyment
Agreement

of

219,024

Ukrainian Hryvna

("UAH") and an additional

US$ 1.08 million for salary due under the Extension Agreement.
16.

Both Parties appealed the decision of the

Disciplinary Comlnittee to the FFU

Supervisory Committee, which issued a decision on June 24, 2010. The Supervisory

Committee largel y followed the decision of the Disciplinary Committee, and added
that the procedure ar ound the dismissal of Zavarov appeared to be fabricated and to be
t he t'eSult of a pre-arranged decision.

17.

The Supervisory Committee further found that 1he Extension Agreement had not yet
come into effect at the date of Zavarov's dismissal, and therefore denied Zavarov's

claim for damages under the Extension Agreement The Supervisory Committee
further found that Zavarov had incurred mo1'8l damages. and ordered the Club to pay
him€ 500,000 in compensation The: Supervisory Committee also ordered the Club to
ap ologize for the inappropriate allegations concerning Zavarov's drinking habits, and
to publish this a pology on its official website.
.

18.

Both Parties appealed the dec i sion of th.e Supervisory Committee to the FFU's
Appellate Committee, which issued a decision on September

17, 2010 (the "PFU

Decisionn). Like the Supervisory Committee, the Appellate Committee only awarded
material damages under the Employment Agreement, and rejected Zavarov•s claim
under

the Extension Agreement since it had not yet come into ef fect at the date of

Zavarov1s dismissal.

19.

The Appellate Conun ittee declined to aw atd

any m.ol'al damages on the ground that

such claims are outside the scope of t he judicial spot'ts bodies, and instead ordered
each Party to pay UAH 10.000 to the FFU for unsportsmanlike behavior.

IV.

PROCEEDINGS BEFORETHECOURT OF ARBITRATIONFOR SPORT

20.

the FFU Decision to the CAS by. his Statement of Appeal dated
October 18. 2010. in which he.identified the Club and the FFU as respondents.
Zavarov appointe d Mr. David W. Rivkin as arbitratoi:, The Club appointed Mr.
Michele Bernasconi as arbit1't\tor, aft.er Mrs. Alexandra Brilllantova, who it had
appointed first. had to r esign for personal reasons. By letter of December 28, 20101 1he
CAS advised the parties that the President of the CAS App�s Arbitration Division
had nominated Mr. Romano Subiotto QC as Prooident of the Panel.

21.

By lettei- dated October 25, 2010, the FFU indicated its preference not to be involved

Zavarov appealed

in the case

as

a i·espondent. Zavarov proposed changing the status of FFU to
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"Interested Party", meaning that

the FFU would not actively pat1icipate in the

proceedings bef01·e the CAS, but that it would agree to coniply with the current
Award. As the PFU did not object, the counsel for CAS confirmed that the FFU would
be considered as an Interested Party by l etter dated No'Vember 23, 2010.
22.

After having re ceived an extension of five days, Zavarov filed his Appeal Brief on
November 2, 2010. By letter dated November 25, 2010, the Club aBked for an
extension of l 0 days to fi le its 1esponse to the appeal brief. By letter dated
November 26, 2010, Zavarov agreed to an extension of only fivo days. On
November 30, 2010. 1he Deputy President of the CAS Appeals Arbitration Division
de ci ded to deny the Club s request for the additional five days extension. Accordingly,
the deadline for the Club to file its appeal ruiefwas December 4, 2010.
'

23.

By letter dated December I, 20 1 0, the Club asked for the deadline for filing its answer

to be fixed after the payment of the advance of costs by Zavarov in accordance with
Rule 55 of the Code of Sport Related Arbitra,tion (the "Arbitration Code"), Counsel
for CAS confumed that the deadline would be fixed only after the paymen t of the
advanc e of costs by Zavarov. The deadli ne was postponed accordingly, and the Club
submitted its R.csporu;o to the Appeal Briefon December 23, 2010.

24.

Appeal B:rief, Zavarov included witness testimonies of Mr. Igor lvanovych
Belanov and Mr. Oleg Volodomyrovych Blokhin, both dated Ootober 25, 2010. The
Club also indicated a number of witnesses it wished to be heard but did not provide
any witness statements.

25.

By letter dated December 28, 2010, counsel for CAS asked the Parties about their
preference for an oral hearing. Both Pmties requested an oral hearing, which
accordingly took place in Lausanne on March 31. 201O.

26.

After the Club failed t o provide a summary of the expected testimonies when it
provi ded the list of witnesses it would call at the hearing, the President ofthe Panel by
lette1· of March 28, 2011, and in accordance with Rule 55 of the Arbitration Code,
directed the Club to indicate the subject of the witness testimonies. The Club �plied
that the subject of each of the testimonies should be clear from its Response as well as
n:om their respective position and functions within the Club.

27.

All Parties were present at the hearing as well as the following witnesses called by the
Club: Mr. Viktor Golovko, Mr., Yevgcniy Chemenko, Ms. Natalia Kukuruza, Mr.

In his

Leonid Myronov, Mr. Nikolay Primak and Mr. Boris Baula. Mr.. Igor Ivanovycb
Belanov, a witness called by l.avarov, was available by telephone. The legal expert of
Zavarov, Dr. Bersheda, was also present, while the legal exp ert of the Club, Dr.
Kuznctsova, \Vas available by telephone,
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28.

Due to time constraints, not all of the witnesses called by the Club could be heard

oral hearing. The Panel offored the Parties the possibility for a second
hearing date, but the Parties agreed that the remaining wimc:ss testi.monies would be
submitted in writing, Moreover, due to Dr. Kuznetsova's physical a bsence from the
during the

hearing, the Parties agreed that the legal experts would not be oross�examined during

the hearing but would only provide each a surrunary of their opinions.

29,

During the hearing counsel of each of the Paiiies

submitted oral arguments and both

Parties confirmed that their right to a fair hearing had boon respected.

30.

On Ap1·il 8, 2011, the Club, as directed by the Panel by letter of March 31, 201 li
submitted additional witness statements of Mr. Yevgcniy Chernenko. Mr. Nikolay
Prima.k, Ml:. Boris Baula and Mr. Vyacheslav Grozny.

31.

By letter of March 31, 2011,

the

Panel directe.d each Party to submit its clo sing

submission by April 20, 2011, or, depen ding on the oil-oumstances,

agreed by the Parties.

at a later date to be

Both Parties submitted their closing statements within the

deadline.

V.

JURISDICTION,APPL(CABLELAWANDADMISSIBILITY

A.

JURlSDJCTION

32.

Rule 47 of the Arbitration Code provides, in part,
Rufe 41

as

follows:

Appeal

An appeal against the decision of a federation, association or sports-related
body may be filed with the CAS ins ofar as the statutes or regulations of the
said body so provide or as the parties have co'11Clud ed a specfjlc arbftration
agreement and insofar as the Appellant has exhausted the legal remedies
avatlable to him prior to the appeal, in accordance with the statutes or
regulations ofthe said sports-related b()dy.
33.

Article 51 of the Charter of the Ukrainian Sports Public Organization Federation of
Football of Ukraine provides that the CAS shall have ex.elusive comp etence to
consider appeals against decisions of the FFU Appellate Collllllittee as the tribunal of
last instance. The Panel therefore has jurisdiction to consido.r Zavarov's appeal, as also
confirmed by the Parties' signed Orders of Procedure, signed by the Club on
March 22, 2011 end by Zavarov on March 23, 2011.
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B.

APPLICABLELAW

34.

Rule 58 of the Arbitration Code provides as follows:

R:ide58

P. 8/27

Law4P.Plicgble

according to

Thts Panel shall decide the dispute

the applicable

regulations

an d the rules of law chos�n by the parties or1 iM the absence of such a choice,
according to the law of the country In which the federation, association or
sports-related body which has tssued rhe challenged decision is domiciled or

according to the rules of law, the application of which the Panel deems
appropriate. In tM latter case, the Panel shall give reasonsfor its decision.
!

35.

The FFU Deci.sion, against which the appeal was brought. was issued under the FFU
Regulations, and the1-e is no dispute as to the applicability of the FFU Regulations.

36,

Appellate Committee, which has
issued the challenged decision, is domiciled in Ukraine. There is no dispute as to the
Moreover, Ukrainian law is applicable

as

the FFU

applicability of Ukrainian law.

c.

ADMISSIBILITY

37.

The statement of appeal was filed on

18 October 2010 and this is within the deadline
established under artiole 51 of the Charter of the Ula-ainian Sports Public Organization
Federation of Football of Ukraine and article 49 of the CAS Code, and therefore it is

admissible.
38.

One of the main disputes between

the Parties is whether the dismissal of Zavarov by

FFU Appellate Committee found the dismissal to be
unlawful. Paragraph 1.1 of the FFU Decision reads as follows: "l. To render
termination of Zavarov 0.A. ftom the position of the head coach ofFC Arsenal Kyiv
the Club

was lawful.

The

as illegal.,,
39.

During the procedure, the Resp ondent has consistently l'equested the CAS to set aside
that part of the FFU Decision and to deteimine that the dismissal of Zava.rov was

lawful,

In .its Closing Submission. the Club requests the CAS1 among othe1' things, as

follows;
"3.

To issue a new decision and neld that FC Arsenal'.r Kiev termination of

Mr. Zavaroy 's labour contract was lawful and did 11ot cause any damages to
Mr. Zavarov, which are due to be reimbursed under '(]t,.ainfan law."
40.

that, on the basis of Rul� 55 of the Arbitration Code, the Club
cannot challenge paragraph 1.1 of the FFU Decisio n so that the Clubts request for a
finding that the tel'mination was lawful is inadmissible. Since the 2010 version of the

The Appellant a1'gues

,
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Arbitration Code entered into force on January 1, 2010, Rule 55 no longer includes the

possibility for a respondent to file counterclaims in its answer in appeal procedures.
Rather, in view ofAppellmt. if a p otential respondent wants to challenge part or all of
a decision, it must file an independent appeal with the CAS within the applicable time

stated in cases CAS 2010/A/2098 Sevilla FC v. RC
Lens, paras. 51ft54 and GAS 2010/A/2108 Jamaican Football Federation v. FIFA &
limit for appeal. This has been

Veltbor MilutiYJavic, paras. 181"183.

41.

However, in this case, the Pano1 need not decide the scope

or

applicability of Rule 55

2010 Code, because the Appellant put the issue of lawfulness of the FFU
Decision into the case. In its Statement of Appeal, the Appellant tequested the Panel
to set aside the entire FFU Decision, not just the portion of the Decision disallowing
Zavarov certain damages.
of the

42.

,

Moreover, in the Appellant s closing submission, he explicitly confiuned that hls
prayers for relief are those whioh wei-e .set out in its Appeal Brief. These pi·ayers for
relief read, in part, as follows:

(i)

Confirming paragraph 1.1 ofrhe Decision under '1ppeal.

(ii)

Holdtng

thar FC

Atsenal Kiev's

te1'mination of Mr Zavarov ·�

employmenr contract was un/awfal.
43.

It appears primafacie that the Appellant is requesting a declaratory ruling of the CAS
Panel to the effect that the tennination of Zavarov's employment contract was
unlawful.

44,

During the Oral Hearing, the Appellant sought to explain that the first

four prayers,

all concern the contractual. claim for unlawful termination of the Employment
Agreement, are only raised in the alternative, t.e. in the event that the Panel were to
co:rtsid.ei: that the counterclaim of the Respondent would be admissible. The Appeal
Br.ief did not so state. In any event, the Panel cannot determine the ptincipa l claim of
the Appellant that he is entitled to damages under the Extension Agre ement without
determining that his termination was unlawful. For the reasons set fol'th below in
Section VIII below, which contains the Panel's legal analysis of the Parties'
substantive arguments, the Panel does find that the term ination was unlawful.
which

45.

Therefore. whether or not Respondent's prayer for relief constitutes a counterclaim
and is inadmissible under Rule 55, the issue of the lawfulness of the termination is
properly before this Panel. The Panel

therefore does not make any ruling regarding

admissibility.
VI.

PROGEDUBAJ,ISSUES

46.

The Appellant raised a number of procedural issues during the proceedings.

'
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47.

First, by letter dated December 3. 201 O. Zavarov objected to the application of Rule 55
of the Axbitration Code with respect t o the requested extension of the Club to file its
Response until after Zavarov had paid the advance of costs. Counsel for CAS replied
that it would not fix the time limi t for the Club to tlle its Response until after the
payment of all the advance of costs by Zavarov.

48.

Zavarov complained by letter of December 6, 2010, arguing that he could not be

to also pay the Club's share of the advance of costs. By letter of December 91
20 l 0, Counsel for CAS acknowledged that Zavarov was only responsible for his own
share of the advance of costs, which had now been received. The deadline was
there fore fixed at December 24J 2010. Zavarov complained that this extension lead to
ordered

unequal procedural treatment in favor of the Club.
49.

Having considered the circumstances ofthe case, and 1akin g notice of the fact that the
provision on which Zavarov relies is recent and its interpretation is not completely

settled as of yet (as Zavaro v acknowledges), the Panel does not consider that this
proceduraJ issue was

of such nature that it has lead to unequ al procedw:al treatment of

the Paitics.
50.

Appellant challenged the admissjbility of the
witness testimonies presented by the Respondent The Appellant argues that the
testimonies are inadmissible due to the Respondent's refusal to pro vide a summary of
the issues on which the witnesses would testify, and since one of the testimonies had
already been available prior to the hearing but was not provided until after the hearing.
Moreover, a number of wi1nesses could not be considered as independent, as they are
Second. in its Closing Submission the

.

representatives of the Club.
51.

As indicated during the hearing, the Panel is very well aware of the status of each of
the witnesse s as well as of the content of their statements, the content of the Response,
_and ofJts own l�tter �o �. l:lespondent of March 28, 2011, and has taken due account
of this in conside.ring each of the witness statements.

VII.

SUBMISSIONSOFTHEPARTIES

52.

The surrunary below refers to the substance of the

53.

without listing them exhaustively in

Parties

'

allegations and arguments

detail.

In its discussion of the case and its fi ndings under Section VIII of this award. the
Panel �s nevertheless examined and taken into account all of the Parties' allegations1
argume nts and evidence o n l'CCOrd, whether or not expressly referred t o
.
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Zavarov's.dismissal wasunlawfyl

Zavarov requests the CAS to confirm the finding of the PFU Appellate Committee

that his dismissal was unlawful. Zavarov maintains that the entire procedure around
his dismissal was staged and that he did not h ave to comply with orders of the Club's

management to return to Kiev.

55.

Zavarov recognized that under Ukrainian law. an employee that has

been dismissed

and claims for damages must, in principle, request reinstatement. However, Zavarov's

legal expert explained that the principles of fairness and reasonableness - introduced
to Ukrainian contract law by Article 3 of the UCC - imply that Zavarov could not be

expected to request reinstatement since a new head coach bad already been. appointed.

2.
56.

Compensationunder theEmploymentAgreement

Zavarov furthe:r requests the CAS to confirm

Committee that he is entitled

tlle finding o f the FFU Appellate

t.o salary under the Employment Agreement until

June 30> 2010 on the basis of Article 9 of the FFU Regulations.

57.

An unofficial traru1lation of paragraph 2 of Article 9 of the FFU Regulations, provided
by the Appellant (and

not contested by the Respondent), !'cads as follows:

Termination ofContract

Artjck9

2. In the instances of termination of the Contract by the Football Club on the

grounds not provitkd by the law of Ukraine and not stipulated the player's
contrC1ct the Football Club is obligated to pay the other Party a ralaryfor the
remaining period under the Contract, a.s well

as

the a11y existing and

outstanding debtfrom the period ofemployment by the Foorball Club.

58.

Zavarov claims that on the basis this article, a club unlawfully terminating a contract is

obliged to pay the other party the salary for "the remain ing period under the contract".
Therefore, Zavarov is
3.

enti

tled to UAH 219,024.

The term under the Employment Agteement was ext e nd e d by the
ExtensionAgreement

59.

According to the FFU Appellate C oinini t tcc, the Employment Agreement ended on
June 30, 2010. Regarding the Extension Agreement,

the FFU Appellate Committee

ruled as follows:
"When applying part 2 of.Article 9 ofRegulation of FFU With 1·egard to the
status and transfer ofplayers, additional agreement No. Sas of26.11.2009 to
the

c ontract

with Z{l\larov

O.S. cannot be taken into account, lvhereas the
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parties to that agreemeht (and the co11tract) - unlike additional agreements
No. 1-4 - expressly stated that it would take effectfrom 30.06.2010, ot fro1n

the date on which the conrract tself
i
dtd not exist.,.

60.

Zavarov claims that on the basis of the Extension Agreement. he is also entitled to
compensation for the period of June 30, 2010 till June 30, 2013. The Extension
Agreement provides as follows:
The Parties have agreed to ext� the effective term ofthe Contract until June

30, 2013.
1) The Parties have agreed that starting from July 1, 2010, the Head Coach
shall be paid a monthly salary in the Ukrainian Hryvnia equiva/em of
30,000.00 (thirty thousand) US. Dollars.
2) All of the re11U11ntng terms and

ions of the Contract shall be

condit

unqffected
3) This Additional Agreement has been executed in three counterparts - one
for each ofthe Parties and o'llefor Premier League.

4) This Additiohal Agreement shall become effective on June 30, 2010.
5) Thts Additional Ag1'eement shall constitute an Integralparr ofthe Contract.

61.

According to Zavarov, it is plain from this contractual wording that he had an
employment contract which was to expire on 30 June 2013. In this respect, he refers to
paragraphs 3 and 4 of Article 213 of the Ukrainian Civil Code (the "UCC"). which
provide as t'ollows: 1
3. When interpreting a legal act. one must take into

account

the meaning of

words and notions which is the same for the entire legal act, as well

as

generally recognized meaning of terms in a particular are.a of relationship. lf

the literal 1neaning ofwords and notions as well as meaning ofterms genetally

recognized in the specific area ofrelationship do not allow to understand the
meaning of certain parrs of rhe legal act, their meaning Is ascertafned by
compm·;son of the relevant part of the legal act with the content of the other
parts ofthe legal act, Its whole content and intentions ofthe parties.
4. lf the 1·ules established in subsection 3 above do not allow to ascertain the
real intent ofa party to the legal act, one should take into account the purpose
of the legal act, the

content

of the pre-contractual negotiations, established

practice of relationship between the parties,
I

business

Tho following is an unofficial translation, provided by the Appellant.

usages, subsequent
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behavlor of the parties,

content of a typical agreemenr and other

circumstances which have substantfal importance.
62.

Bersheda, explained that
under Ukrainian law, the primary rule of inteipretatl.on is the wording of the contact
Other interpretation rules apply only when the wording is uncloar. According to Dr.
Bershcda, tho wording in the Extension Agreement is clear: it shows the Parties' intent
lo extend the duration of their contractual relationship until June 30, 2013. This is
supported by the fact that the extension of Zavarov's term as head coach was publicl y
announced and registered with the Ukrainian Premier League.
During the oral hea:rin� the legal expert of Zava.rov, Di'.

r

63.

.

During the oral hearing, Dr. Bersheda referred to her legal opinion that was annexed to

the Appeal Brief,

in which she explains the principle of the freedom to

contract in

Ukraine.
64.

Di.'. Bersheda further explained that the specified date at which th� agreement would
enter into force is a term of the contract. The date

is not

a

condition, as it is not an

uncertain event that lies in the future. The contract would be an empty commitment if
it we1e

intel.'preted differently. According to Zavarov. paragraph 4 merely means that

the new contractual conditions will apply starting on the effective date; the Extension
Agreement was nevertheless binding as of the moment it was signed.
65,

The Appellant claims that the amount of salary due is a monthly salary of$ 30,000 for
the period July 2010 through June 2013. Consequently, Zavarov claims compensation
for salary due until June 30, 2013, which amounts to a total ofUS$ 1.08 million.
4.

66.

Jl'Pl'fherdamaies

Zavai·ov further claims materi.al and moral damages resulting from
statements

defama.to1-y

to public allegations of the Club
accusjng him of having a drinking

from the Club. Zavarov mainly refers

denounoing Zavarov's performance as

a

coach,

habit and spJ.-eading false information over his private life.
67.

First, Zavarov claims that his professional reputation ..has gone from that of a

the foorball world who will have
extreme difficulties infinding employment in thefutur�'' as a result ofthese statements.
Zavarov believes there is a :real posslbiJity that he will never find work again as head
tespected football coach to that of an outcast from

coach for a professional football olub

.

68.

In support of his claim, Zavarov provided witness statements of two well-know
figures in the world of footba11, Mr. Blo.khin and Mr. Belanov, winners of the

in 1975 and 1986, respectively. Both testified that the
defamatory statements by the Club have seriously tarnished Zavarov' s i·eputation and
will cause him difficulty in tlndlng a position as head coach of a football club.
p1'C8tigious Ballon d'Or
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69.

Therefore, Zavarov believes damages

are

to be calculated on the basis of the

prospective earnings of the entire remainder of his career. Considering that he bas 11
years of his working life left. and that his last monthly salary was US$ 30,000,
Zavarov believes that a total amount of US$ 4 million would be reasonable (the figure
is slightly rowided up, which is justified by the fact that his monthly salary should go

on inorcasing).
70.

With respect ta moral damages, Zavarov claims that "his life has changedprofoundly
due to the Club 's attacks". The behavior of the Club not only had a strong impact on
his psychological well-being, but it also causes physical, stress related problems.

71.

Zavarov leaves the amount of damages to 1ho Panel's discretion. but claims that it
should in any event not be l ess than € 500,000, which is the amount that was awarded
by the FFU Supervisory Committee (but which was not upheld by the Appellate
Committee).

B.

THECLUB'SREsPONSE
1.

72.

Zavarov'adismissalwa!!law!ul

The Club argues that Zavarov's dismissal

lawful since he was absent from work
without good reason. Zavarov failed to comply with a number of orders that were
issued by the management of the Club while Zavarov was still in Turkey. These orders
was

required him to attend a number of managcmcmt meetings, training se11sions and a
medical exami.nation in Kiev. According to the Club's legal expert, Zavarov's absence

- despite explicit orders to be present - violates Article 40 of the Ukrainian Labor Jaw,
Ukrainian regulations on business trip s and the terms of the Employment Agreement.
73.

Article 40(1) of the Ukrainian Labor Code provides as follows:
Article 40.

An

2

Terminatioh ofah employment agreement on the owner's initiative

Employment agreement made for

an

tndeflnlte period

or

a fixed-term

employment agreement, before Its expiration, may be terminated by the owner

or the owner's authorized body only in thefollowing cases:

(4) unautho1'tzeo absence from work (including absence from work for
three hours within one work day) without a good reason.
74.

ove1.·

Furthermore, the Club argues that, in line with Alticles 235 and 240(1) of the

Ukrainlan Labor Code, Zavarov•s dismissal cannot ho considere.d unlawful since he
has not requested reinstatement. Such a request is essential midcr Ukrainian tabor law
before a dismissal can be found to be unlawful,
2

The follovting is an unofficial translation, provided by the Respondent.
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is terminated pursuant to patagraph 2 of Article 3 6 of the ·Ukrainian Labor

Code. "
82.

'

These paragraphs show the desire of the Pmtics not to automatically extend their
employment relationship after the expiry of the term provided for by the Employment
Agreement� Rather than amending tho terms of the original Employment Agreement,
the Parties chose to sign a supplementary ngrccment in the form of the Extension
Agreement: "Apparently, the parties did not intend to deprive themselves, by
Supplementary Agreement No. 5, of the freedom to independently determine whether
the Contract should be extender:l before rhe end of the period speclfled In paragraph

1.4 ofthe Contract and they made a condition that Supplementary Agreement No. 5
will enter into effect at a certain date in the future, before which rhey could tesort fo
,

the rtghtprovldedfor tn paragraph 6.2 qfthe Contract."
83.

hicluding an effective term should thus be considered as a condition which must be
satisfied for the Ex:tension Agreement to become effective. Since the 'underlying
Employment Agreement was ended pdor to this condition being met, the Extension

Agt-eement never became effective.
84.

Second. Dr. Kuznetsova compares the Extension Agreement to the earlier Additional
Agreements to dete1mine the cusromary practice ofrelatfon.s between the parties, and
concludes that only in one instance out of ftve1 the Pal'ties included an effective <late.
"This reveals a difference between the tnttntion ofthe parties, /11 the first four CC1$es,
to simply modify a certain condition of the Contract at the time of signing

of the

respective additional agreement, and the intention ofthe parties in case ofAgreement
No. 5 (as reflected in the paragraph that differs) to nave ii enter inf() effect at a later
date in time."
85.

The Respondent also refers to public statements by Zavarov which demonstrate that he
did not consider him.self bound by the Bxtension Agreement before the effective date
because he expressed his intentions not to work with the Club in the future should
Rabinovich become president.

86.

During the oral hearing, both Mr. Golovko and Ms. Kukuruza testified that the Club
(in the person of Rabinovich) had intentionally opted for a separate agreement rathe1,
than amending the Employment Agreement. On the <?ne hand the Club, by signing a
renewed agreement, wanted to give Zavarov an incentive to improve his behavior, On
tho other hand, Rabinovich feared further "dis1uptions,, and therefore made the
contract conditional upon Zavarov1s behavior. meaning that Zavarov should te:fi:ain
from alcohol consumption and "star behavior.11 Thls was not written down for ethical
reasons every employment agreement is filed with the Ukrainian Premier League.
-

3

Unofficia1 translation p1·ovjded by the Club. l.avarov also provided a translation, which does
not significantly differ.
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87.

Based on these arguments, the Extension Agreement had no IegaJ implications at the
moment of Zavaxov' s dismissal.
4.

R8

Furtherdamaaes

rlnh rhifmi that 7alfarn1r hfl'i nnt 'illffrrrn 11ny
damage to his reputation. In fact, Zavarov has publicly said to have denied three offers
already. What is more important, in April 2010 Zavarov was appointed as advisor to
Ukraine's Vice-Prime Minister. Mr. Boris K olesnikov who is in charge of organizing
the UEFA EURO 2012 tOUl'nantent,
'�rith ll"'VJ1t"ft tn ml!tt>rlal rlllmfl(Jf>i, thf"

1

89.

Moreover, the disputed statements of the Club

can

hardly be considered

to

have

affe'cted Zavarov's reputation, as rumors and stories about his alleged alcohol (ab)use
circulate

-

and always have circulated -widely in Ukrainian media.

90.

Regarding mo1-al damages. the Club claims that all statements fall under the freedom
of expression as they wore value judgments on a public figure and therefore protected
by Article 10 ofthe European Convention of Human Rights.

91.

The Club finally considers that the dam.ages

as

calcula,ted by Zavarov

are

completely

disproportionate.

VDI. LEGALAN
ALYSIS
92.

the dismissal of
Zavarov was unlawful and awarded Zavarov compensation of his salary under the
Employment Agreement. The Panel follows the FFU Appellate Committee's decision
on these points for the reasons set forth below.

93.

The other issues on which the Panel must decide ate whethe:r the teim of the
Employment Agreement was extended by the Extension Agreement until Jtme 301

As discussed above� the FFU Appellate Committee decided that

2013, and whether Zavarov is

entitled to damages resulting fl:om defamatory

statements by the Respondent
A.

THED
I
S
M
I
S
S
A
LQ
}!ZA
VAJW
YWASUNI,A)YFJ;JL

94.

The FFU Appellate Committee ruled Zaval'OV's dismi ssal unlawful on formal grounds.

It found that Za.varov did not have to comply

with 1he oi:ders of the Club's

management to return to Kiev since these orders were not duly autho1i.zed.

95.

The Panel

agrees, and finds that 1he dismissal was unlawful also on different grounds.

Article 40(4) does not apply when a person has a good 1'eason to be absent from work.

Additionally, as explained by the Club's legal expert, Article 40(4) applies only if one
can establ�h a person's fault or guilt in being absent.
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96.

Th.e Club's legal expert believed that in Zavarov's case the lack of a good reason "is

evidenced by thefact that the employee arbitrarily changed the pw-pose and duration
of the official trip, as follows from his explanations, I. e., he breached the woTk
discipline by not following a direct and clear business trip order which explicitly set
the purpose and duration ofthe trip.,,
97.

with this inte1pretation, and finds that Zavarov cannot be
held responsible for the Club's sudden decision that caused his absence which the
The Panel does not agree

,

Panel finds was a transparent element of a preconceived scheme to remove Zavatov
from his position. Common sense dlctates that Zavarov should be able to spend 1he
few days between the two ti·aining camps in Turkey. It was patently unreasonable that

called him back to Kiev when the second training was due to start only a
few days after the end of the previous one, and (ii) at such short notice. whose adverse
consequences are compounded by the lack of regular and frequent connections
the Club (i)

between Turkey and the Ukraine.

98.

The Panel would point

jnfer alta to the following additional circumstances that have

led it to this conclusion:
•

The Club meticulously documented Zavarov' s absence of work by signing an
absurd nu.mbel' of acts

and orders between January 26 and January 28, 2010. The

Club argued that this was done t.o comply with Ukrainian legal requirements, but
acknowledged that it had not documented any of the othei; alleged contractual
breaches of Zavarov (e.g., poor performance due to d1inking);
•

The Club explicitly required Zavarov to be present for a numbet ofdifferent events
when it was certain he could not attend as he was still in Turkey. Rabinovich, who
never interfel'ed with the tl"aining schedule of the team, person.ally initiated

training session that was to take place during Zevarov1 s absence.
•

the

The sole topics on the agenda of the management meetings that the Club organized
dudng Zavarov's absence and on which he was requited to be present related to
his absence from work;

•

appointment of a
new head coach on JanUMy 28, 2010, only three days after the team returned from
The Club publicly announced Zaval'ov's dismissal

as

well

as

the

Turkey, and five days before taking an official decision on Zavarov• s dismissal.
99.

As a result, the Panel finds that Zavarov had a valid reason to be absent from work and

bore no fault or guilt for

his absence. With respect to the reinstatement requil.'ement,
the Panel finds that under the circumstances described above, it would be
unreasonable to require th at Zavarov should have requested reinstatement.
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100.

The Club has also attempted to justify the dismissal of Zavarov by claiming that his
performance as head coach was hampered by an alleged drinking problem. The Panol
believes that this argument, however, is only another pretext for dismissing Zavarov
without incurring any costs.

101.

Fil'st. the Club agreed to a three-year extension to the Employment Agreement ill

November 2009, and dismissed Za.varov two months later. A pel'son does not become

If Zavarov's drinking were a cause for dfamissal, then
surely it must have been a ground for not extending the Employment Agreement by
an

alcoholic over two months.

three yeaJ."S only two months before.
102.

Second, the Club has neither provLded any convincing evidence that Zavarov re�lly
has a drinking problem nor that such drinking problem had escalated in the two
months prlo1· to his c.Usmissal. The Club relies on anecdotes of Zavarov's fo.nner
teamtnates L-egarding the days that he was a professional football player. a few public
interviews in which Zavarov used alcohol-related proverbs, and a number of
testin1onies of Club employees indicating that Zavarov would sometimes appear to be
hung over. The Panel does not see how this does even remotely prove that Zavarov
would be an alcoholic, and indeed could see no personal characteristic even remoteJy
connected to alcoholism when Zavarov appeared at the oral hearing.

103.

For these reasons,

the Panel agrees with the FFU Appellate Committee

that the

dismissal of l.avarov was unlawful.
B.

COMPEN
SATI
O
NVND
E
RTHEEMPL
O
¥M
ENTAGRUMENI

104.

l
Committee ordered the Club to pay Zaval'ov the remainder of his
The FFU Appelate
salary until the end ofhis Employment Agrccqient on the basis of Article'9 of the FFU
Regulations.

105.

The Club explicitly recogni2ed that "provisions of those football bylaws are to be

applied to the contested relatio11shlps'' and egree.s with Zavarov that "the property
damages

lated

re

to (allegedly) unlawful dismissal of a Head coaches as it was

demonsrtared above .. . are regulated by the art.

9 par. 1 of the FFU Regulations ...

and are reduced by such to a salary for the 'remaining period under the contract'."
The Club argues that Zavarov i$ not entitled to damages under the Employment
.

Agreement, however. since he failed to request reinstatement to his job.

106.

As explained above, it would be
ul1l'Casonable to require that Zavarov should have officially requested reinstatement
under the circumstances in which he was dismissed. It had become app arent from the
The Panel does not agree with the Club.

many phone calls between the Parties as well as statements on tho Club's website that
the Club did not want to continue with Zavarov as its head coach. Moreover, the Club
�
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had already appointed a new head coach, and it is common knowledge
club employs only one head coach at a time.
l07.

that a football

For these reasons, the Panel finds that on the basis of Article 9 of the FFlJ
Regulations, Zavarov is entitled to the remainder of his salal:y undei· the Employment
Agreement, amounting to UAH219,024 .

108.

with Zavarov s request to set interests at a rate the Panel deems appropriate.
and given the amounts awarded under the current Award, it will award interest of 5%
per annum due on the period from the date of this Award until the date of payment.

C.

T
BEExu
N
S
I
O
NA
Q
R
EtM
E
N
I

109.

The legal experts of both

In li ne

•

Puties agree that, under Ukrainian law, parties have

the

is therefore not contested that paragi·aph 4 of the Extension
Agreement, which provides an effective date, is valid and legally binding.
freedom to contract. It

110.

The issue to be decided by the Panel is 'therefore whether this paragraph should be

b eing a term of the conttact, merely Indicating that the other terms
become effective as of June 30, 2010, or whether it is a condition; meaning that the
Extension Agreement would have no legal effect until June 30, 2010.
interpreted

111.

as

First, the Panel has to decide which rule of interpretation is appli.cable. Both legal

experts agree that there is no dispute regarding the wording of the challenged·
paragraph.

However, they attach different conclusions t.o this finding. While the legal

expert of Zava.rov concludeii that since the paragraph is clear) it should be inte1preted

on the basis of paragraph 3 of Article 213 of the UCC, the legal expert of the Club
concludes that it should be inte.1.preted on the basis of paragraph 4 of Alticle 213 of1he
ucc.
112,

view of these opposing expert statements, the Panel will consider both the literal
meaning and the intent of the Parties. In any case, the Panel considers that the outcome

In

is the same under each of the different interpretations.
1.

113.

Literaljntcrpr�tation

If the Panel were to follow Zavarov1s argument that the wording of the

Extension

Agreement is clear and therefore calls for a literal inte1pretation, it must consider the
exact wording of the Extension Agreement.

114.

The Extension Agreement reads that "The Parties

have agreed To extend rhe effective
term ofthe Contract until June 30, 2013" and that "This Additional Agreement shall
become effective on June JO, 2010."
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The tneaning of the

115,
.

Extension Agreement is clear:

it extends

the term

of

the

Employment Agreement The Parties disagree on the meaning of the effective term.
Zavarov claims that this clause merely means that the new contractual
apply

srartins

on

June 30, 2010. The

Extension Agreement had

no

conditions will
Club argues that this clause means that the

legal effect until June 30, 2010, and stated in its

Response that if Zavarov had found another club he would be free to enter into such a
contract witli such other club after expiration

of the term

of the Employment

Agreement.
116.

of the date on
which it is signed An effective term in an agreement generally stipulates at what point
in time certain obligations under the agreement become enforceable. An effective term
is not an uncertain event in the future upon which contractual obligations are
conditional. By signing an agreement, parties are contractually bound from the
The Panel notes that an agieement is legally binding, in general. as
.

.

moment of signature of the agreement to carry out their respective contractual
obligations as of the effective date.
117.

The Extension Agreement was signed on November 26, 2009, and legally binding as
of that date. The Parties thereby extended the effective term

Agreement until June 30, 2013. Any other interpretation would
Agreement (or any other

of

the Employment

render the Extension

agreement that is signed prior to an effective date) without

any legal value.
2.

118.

Interpretation as totheintent ofthePartlet

If the Panel were to follow the Club' s argument that
Agreemont is clear

the wording of the Extension
but that the main issue is the intent of the Parties behind the

wording, it must consider the intention of the parties when signing the Extension
Agreement.
119.

The Club has

raised four arguments

to support its claim that the

Parties intended to

sign an conditional agreement that would not enter into force (and would have no legal
value) until the effecti"Ve date stipulated thorein:

120.

First. the Club argues that the

Parties did not intend to deprive themselves of 1he

freedom to independently dete1mine whether the agre�ent should be extended before
the end term of the Employment Agreement. which :freedom is provided for by
paragraph 6.2 of the Employment Agreement.

121.

that by signing the
Extension Agreement, the Parties already exhausted such "freedom". Even if the
Extension Agreement were to have become effective only on June 30, 201 O, which is
what the Club argues, it would still overlap with the Employment Agreement for one
day. The Employment Agreement would thus in any case be extended before it its
The Panel considers that this argument fails to acknowledge
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expiry on the basis of paragraph 6.2 of the Employment Agreement. Contrary to what
the Club claims, Zavarov would not be free to enter into a contract with .another club

after the expiration of the Employment Agreement.
122.

Second the Club points to the difference between the Extenslon Agreement, which
,

contains an effective date1 and the Additional Agreements, which do not contain an
effective date,

and tll'gues that thls proves the Parties' intent to have the Extension

Agreement enter into effect at a later date in time,
123.

However, as also argued by Zavarov, there is a fundamental difference between the
Additional Agreements, which merely adjusted the salary of Zavarov, and the
Extension Agreement, which also contained an extension of his Employment Contract

fo.r three years. The Panel does not consider the Additional Agreements to be a useful
benchmark regarding the customary practice of relations between the parties in order
to interpret the Extension Agreement.

124.

Third, the CJub ful1her refe1'8 to a public statement by Zavarov which allegedly
demonstrate that

he did not consider himself bound by the Extension Agreement

before the effective date because he expressed his intentions not to work with the Club

in the futuro should Rabinovich become president.
125.

The statement to which the Respondent refers was made by Zavarov in July 2009. The

Panel does not see how this statement could reflect Zavarov's intent when he

agreed

on the effectiv!: date in the Extension Agreement. that is, four months later. Moreovei:,
at the timo Zavarov signed the Extension Agreement, Rabinovich was already the
(infonnal) President of the Club.
126.

Fourth, a number of witnesses called by the Respondent testified that the Extension
Agreement had only been presented to Zavarov as an :incentive to improve his
behavior. and, as such, was conditional upon his behaviol'.

127.

However, the Club failed to provide any convincing evidence that the Extension
Agi·eement was conditional upon tho bchavior of Zavarov. On the other hand, Zavarov

provided a letter from the Ukrainian Premier League of July 19, 2010, in which it is
confinned that the Club registered the Extension Agreement with the Premier League:
"Jn 1·esponse to your request ofJuly 9, 2010, we h�reby inform you thar as ofFebrua1y
2, 2010 and July 1, 2010, the database of the Premier League, Union ofProfessional
Football Cius of Ukraine (Premier League UPFCU) contatned the date of expiration

of the contract between O.A. .lavarov and Arsenal Kyiv FC as June 30, 2013. This
contract term was established on November 28, 2009, as a result of the club 's
application for registration of an additional agreement to

(he contract ofNovember

26, 2009." Tho fact that the Club officially registered the Extension Agreement with
the P1·mier League indicates that it considered it had at least some legal value.
I
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128.

The Club's argument that the Extension Agreement was registered simply because
every contract should

be registered

runs

countet· to its own statement that the

Extension Agreement "is a legal instrument ofno legalforce,

to any obligations" prior to June 30, 201 O.
129.

which does not give tise

Panel considers it unlikely that the Extension Agreement, and the
promise of a substantial salary, was only an incentive for Zavarov to improve his
Moreover, the

behavior. The Club failed to provide any evidence that Zavarov's behavior

such nature

that

an

incentive to improve it

was

was

of

necessary. During the Oral Hearing,

Ms, Natalia Kukuruza, ono of the Club's in-house lawyers involved in the dismissal of

Zavarov who was called as a witness by the Club, admitted
Zavarov's allege d

3.

alcohol abuse were officially reported.

that no incidents of

Conclusion on Extension Aereement

130.

It

131.

The ExtensJon. Agreement provldes for a salary in Ukrainian Hryvnla that is

follows from both a litel'al and a m.oi:e subjective inte1pt.·etation of the Extension
Agreement that both Parties intended to prolong Zava.rov's term as head coach of the
Club until 1'1llle 30, 2013. The pel'iod for which Zavarov is entitled to salary should
correspondingly be extended until June 30j 2013.
equivalent to US$ 30,000. Zavarov claims that the total amount for the extended

the new salary as agreed on in the
Extension Agreement, which was not contested by the Club.

period should

132.

be calculated

on

the basis of

Given that the Parties explicitly agreed on a new salary for the period of the Extension

Agreement, the Panel will use this salary as the basis for calculating the salary due
under the Extension Agreement Accordingly, Zavarov is entitled to a monthly salary

of US$ 30,000 for the period of July 2010 through June 2013, which amounts to a
total amount of US$ 1.08 m.i!Jion.
133.

In line with Zavarov's request to

set interests at a rate iho Panel deems appropriate,

and given the amounts awarded under the current Award. it will award interest of 5%

per annum due on the period from the date of this Award until the date of payment

D.

FuRIHERDAMAG)S

134.

Zavarov argues that defamatory statements by the Club have caused both material and
moral damages. The

material

damages consist of missed future earnings, while the

moral damages relate to the psychological impact of the statements by the Club.
135.

Regarding material damages as a result of missed future earnings, the Panel has taken
note of the fact that Zavarov had not found employment as head coach of a football
club up till the date of the 01"al Hearing. However, it also became apparent during 1he
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arbitration procedure that Zavarov is still a highly esteemed figure in the international

football community.
136.

In fact, his close ties with certain weliwplaced persons near the top of the international
football community lead Ukraine's Vice-Prime Minister, Mr. Boris Kolesnikov, to

appoint Zava.rov as his personal advisor for the UEFA EURO 2012 tournament, for
which Ukraine is a co-host. Moreover, Zavarov is still supported by very influential
persons in the international ,football community, which is evidenced by the witness
testimonies of Mr. Blok.hin and Mr. Bclanov. When asked by the Pftnel, Mt. Belanov
attested that Zavarov's name had been at least partially restored as a result of his new
position. For these reasons alone Zavarov cannot be considered as "cm ourcast from
thefootball world".

the Panel is convinced that Zavarov's name has been sufficiently cleared.
by the FFU Decision and, at the very Jatcst, the current Award. Therefore, Zavarov's
claim for material damages is dismissed.

137.

In any case,

138.

the Parties refer to Article
paragraph 1 of Article 237 and Article 280 ofthe UCC, which provide as follows:4
Regarding moral damages, the legal experts of

23,

Article 23. Compensationfor moral damages.
I. A person is entitled to the compensation for moral damages resultingfi·om

the infringement ofhis/her rights.
2. The moral damages include thefollowing:

(1) The physicalpain and sitffering caused to an individual by an injury
or other health impairment;
(2) the emotional di.stress suffered by an individual due to unlawful
conduct with respect to him/har or his/her femily members ot close
relatives,
(3) the emotional disttess

sufler�d by

an individual due to the

destruction or damage o/hfslher properry;

(4)

the debasement of the honor and dignity of an individual or the

busines$ reputation ofan individual or a legal entity.

3. The moral damage is compensated with money, other properly or other
mean.s. The amount af monetary compensation for 1noral damages is

determined by the court depending 011 the nafure of 1he Infringement, depth of

Tho follo\ving are unofficia] translations provided by the Parties.
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physical and emotional sufferings, deterioration of the damaged person

s

'

abilities or deprivation of possibility to use such abilities, the degree of
fault/guilt of the person who inflicted moral damage if the fault/guilt Is the
groundfor compensation, and other circumstances of Significant importance.
The requirements ofreaaonableness andfairness shall be taken into account in
determining the scope/amount ofcompensation.
4. The m()ral damage is

C()mpensated regardless of the compensation for

property damage and is not related to its si!elamount.
5. The moral damage is compensated in one installment, unless otherwise

provided/or by an agreement or the law.
Article 237(1) Compensation ofmoral damage by the owt1et ()f his empowered

body

Moral damage shall be

compensated to an employee by the

owner or

his

empowered body when the violation of the worker's legal rights has led to

moral sef/erlng,

loss of normal life connections, and require from him
addittonal efforts to organize his life.
Article 280 Right ofa natural person,
been vfo/atecl, to damages.

whose perS<>nal non-pect111iary right has

If a natural person has suffered a pecuniary and (or) moral loss due to the

volation ofhis personal non-pecuniary right, such loss shall be cornpensated
i

139.

The Parties' legal experts summarized how moral damages should be awarded under
Ukrainian law. The amount depends on the chai:acter and i:mpol.'tance of suffering, the
character of the moral damage and other cfrcum.stances, such as the state of health of
the damaged party, the impo11ance of the forced changes in his everywday and

pl'ofessional relationships, the degree of i·eduction of consideration, his professional
reputation, as well as the time and effort necessary to restore the previous state. Courts
should act reasonably. faidy and jn a balanced way. In any case,

the adjudicating

bodies enj oy a great deal of disctetion in determining the fair of compensation, taking
into account th� requirements of reasonableness and faii:ness.

140,

The grounds for Zavarov,s claim to moral damages m:c the defamatory statements by
the Club 1·egarding Zavarov's alleged drinking habits and personal problems. The

that staited after their professional
relationship ended is, unfortunately, not uncommon in the world of football (or oven
sport as a whole). As is true in most of these incidents, both Parties have a certain

Panel notes that tho dispute between the Pa1ties

degree of guilt. It is unfortunate that the dispute has now escalated as to require
intervention by the CAS, which does not aspire to act as a referee in such disputes by

valuing insults and deciding on the level of guilt of each pa1ty.
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141.

Nevcrtheles� Zavarov claims that his public image has been severely damagedj

that he has suffe1·ed both psychologically and physically as a

and

of the Club's

result

defamatory statements. To prove his moral damage, Zavarov mainly

relies on the

wHness statements of Mr. Belanov and Mr. Blohkin and certain medical statements.

142.

The Panel fmds that the evidence provided by Zavarov is insufficient to prove the

damages he claims to have suffered. Moreover, while the Panel does not
underestimate the psychological impact that certaJn insults may havo on a person, it

has not

seen

in the present oW!e any insults of such nature that would warrant any

moral compensation. Tho Panol also notes that Zava.rov, through is fonne1· legal
representative Mr. I.A. Sko1upashkin, published a number
statements concerning Rabinovich.
143.

Considering

these

circumstances

and

taking

account

of possibly defamatory
of the

p1'inciples

of

reasonableness and fai1ness, the Panel therefore dismisses Zavarov's claim for moral
damages.
IX.

COSTS

144.

In their submissions, both Patties have requested, among other things, that the other

party be ordered to pay the legal costs associated with these proceedings,

as

welt

as

the costs of the arbitration procedure.
145.

Pursuant to Alt. R64.4 of the Code, the CAS Court Office shall, upon conclusion of
the proceedings, detennine the final amount of the costs of the arbitration, which shall
include the CAS Court Office fee. the costs and fees of the arbitrators computed in

accordanco with the CAS fee scale, the contribution towards the costs and expenses of

the CAS, and the costs of witnesses, experts and interpreters.
146.

Considering the outcome of this case, in which the appeal is only partially upheld, the

Panel decides that the Parties shall equally share the costs of the arbitration procedure,
to be specified by the CAS COU1"t Office in future con·cspondence. Each party shall
bear its own costs.
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ON THESE GROUNDS
The Court of Arbitrqtion for Sport rules that:

1. The appeal filed by Mr. Oleksandr Zavarqv on October 181 2010 is partially upheld.
2. The. termination of the Employment Agreement by FC Arsenal J(iev was unlawful.
3. FC Arsenal 'kiov is ordered to pay Mr. Oleksandr Zavarov, within one month of the

date of this Award, the amount duo wider the Enlployment Agreement, being
.
UAH 219,024, plus interest of 5% per annum due on the period from the date of this

Award until the date of payment.

4. FC Arsenal Kiev is 01-dered to pay Mr. Oleksandr Zavarov, within one month of the

due under the Extension Agreement, being
US$ 1.08 million> p1us .interest of 5% p�r atinum due on the period fron1· the date of
date of this Award, the

amount

this Award until the date ofpayment.
5.

The costs of these proceedings, to be calculate.d and communicate.d by the Court of
Arbitration of Sport. are to be bQ� equaUy by Mr. Oleksandr Z-a.varov and
FC Arsenal Kiev.

6. Each party shall beax its own costs.
7. All other requests are dismissed.

Doni:i at Lausanne, Switzerland 01i 6 July 2011.
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